
6. Glue the Front in place. Its tabs fit 
into the slots at the very front of 
the assembly.

7. Glue the Back in place. Its tabs fit 
into the slots at the very back of 
the assembly.

8. Assure the assembly is square.

9. Let the glue dry.

10. Repeat Steps 1-9 for the second 
lounge chair.

1. Glue one Side to the Seat. The 
large slot on the Side receives the 
tab on the Seat. Orient the Seat so 
that the engraved detailing faces 
up or down as you prefer.

2. Let the glue set for a few minutes.

3. Glue the other Side to the Seat.

4. Let the glue set for a few minutes.

5. Glue the Back Rest to the Sides. 
The smaller slot on the Side
receives the tab on the Back Rest. 
Orient the Back Rest so that the 
engraved detailing faces up or 
down as you prefer.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
• Identify and inspect all parts using the Parts List.
• Read the directions completely before beginning the project.
• If possible, have a dedicated work area so that you are not unpack-

ing, repacking, and moving the project from place to place.
• Choose a work surface that is level, clean, dry, and protected from

glue spills.
• Do a dry fit, using masking tape to hold parts in place, to make sure

everything fits together correctly before assembling permanently.
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Assembly is now complete. Enjoy finishing the lounge chairs 
with a few coats of paint.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD  — Small parts
Not for children under 3 yrs. 
Adult supervision required.
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